Computer Science

The following list includes all active projects.

You may also access past projects.

- **Building Systems from Scratch** —
  
  **Principal Investigators:** Gilly Puttick, Eli Tucker-Raymond  
  **Funder:** The National Science Foundation

  The *Building Systems from Scratch* project will develop and study a education program that integrates computing into middle school Earth systems science by interweaving game design and science learning. [More »]

- **I-ECS: Inclusive Exploring CS Curriculum Enhancement as Face-to-Face and Online Support** —
  
  **Principal Investigator:** Karen Mutch-Jones and Debra Bernstein  
  **Funders:** The National Science Foundation  
  **Website:** I-ECS

  iECS seeks to broaden participation in computing by increasing access for students with visual impairments. [More »]